
Who we are: the indispensable 
travel ally 
Local Time is a travel wellness company on a mission 
to rebalance the impact of flying on the body and 
on the planet. Our powdered supplement packs for 
jet lag, energy, immunity and radiation activate the 
healing power of plants to optimize wellbeing at 
every stage of the modern journey. 

Flight Pack debuts with a sampling of four essential, 
research-backed formulas to mix in liquid: 
• defend: turbo boost immunity to protect against 

the unknown
• neutralize: an antioxidant shield against cosmic 

radiation
• rest: a soothing downshift to sleep
• rise: mental agility for your next adventure

Landing on Local Time is about feeling amazing on 
arrival: alert, energized, aglow – ready to meet your 
next adventure. Now accepting orders online. 
 
Why we exist: fueling a travel 
wellness revolution
   

Close quarters, recirculated air, hectic transitions, 
pre-packaged food – it’s a recipe for stress, 
jetlag and exhaustion. Surrounded by unhealthy 
airport environments and quick fixes to numb the 
experience, flying kicks us into survival mode. 
There’s also a high cost to the planet every time a 
flight goes up – from carbon emissions to excessive 
waste in the form of bottled beverages and overly 
packaged food. It doesn’t have to be this way. 

It’s time to create a wellness revolution in travel: 
to change the experience of flying from survival to 
wellness, from passive consumption to conscious 
participation.
  

   

about us
What we do: deliver micronutrients 
with macro impact 
Our products draw upon ancient sources of 
wellbeing, supporting flight travel with trusted 
wellness remedies and ingredients of the highest 
quality (organic, non-GMO, vegan). Each formula is 
rooted in the relational alchemy of its ingredients, 
which activate and nurture the body’s intuitive 
impulse to maintain health and balance. 

Local Time key differentiators: 
• Zero-waste packaging that’s compostable & 

bio-based: means it can break down naturally, in 
home compost or anywhere in the world  

• Formulated for flying: supplements designed 
specifically to optimize wellbeing before, during 
and after a flight 

• Modest price point: at $47 USD, the Flight Pack 
is designed to be both accessible and essential

• Supporting vital systems: Local Time pays every 
purchase forward with a donationto Tree Sisters 
in support of women & reforestation.

Where we’re going: 
a culture shift in flying
Whether it’s business or adventure, travel is an 
integral part life for the global citizen. Yet the 
reflexive, single-use consumption that defines 
the status quo means passengers leave great 
trails of waste behind. We’re motivated by the 
awareness that our wellness is interconnected at 
every level – from seed to supplement – and we’re 
driven by the desire to create and inspire more 
conscious consumer choices. Through our nurturing 
products, low-impact packaging, mission-aligned 
collaborations, and consumer engagement focusing 
on personal and planetary wellbeing - Local Time is 
catalyzing a culture shift in flying. 
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